hand reading lines guide

Detailed Palm Reading Guide For example, earth and water hands usually feature fewer lines
that are deeper than those on air or fire hands. Keep in mind: According to hand analysts, a
less prominent line reflects an area of life that may need For even more hints, see this guide to
finger reading.
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Palmistry with the meaning of palm reading or hand prediction is to learn a person's
personalities, fortune and future by analyzing his/her hands. It is also called Chiromancy. In
fact, palmistry not only refers to the reading of one's hand or palm, it also includes the reading
of arm, finger and fingernail. Life Line - Marriage Line - Heart Line - Money Line.Part 1.
Deciphering the Lines. Choose a hand. In palmistry, it is thought that: Identify the four major
lines. There may be breaks in them or they may be short, but at least three of them are there.
Interpret the heart line. Examine the head line. Evaluate the life line. Study the fate
line.Method 1. Reading the Major Lines of the Palm. Choose the hand for reading. In
palmistry, there is the notion of an active hand and a passive hand. Identify the four major
lines. Interpret the heart line. Examine the head line. Evaluate the life line. Study the fate
line.In fact, Aristotle detailed palm reading in his work De Historia Animalium (History of
Animals) 2, years ago. It was his view that "Lines are not.Palm reading is often dismissed as a
parlor trick or a fortune-teller's cash cow. But palmistry, to use the practice's official term, is
actually a very.I had never had my palm read until I met with Parvati the palmist last week. the
smart girl's guide to palm reading. 1. Life Line. Your life line is.Palmistry A Guide To Palm
Reading For Enchanted Babes! Lines. The heart line is about any and all matters concerning
love. If your heart line starts under.Ever wondered what all those lines on your palms mean?
Palm reading, palmistry, or chiromancy is an ancient art of fortune-telling, with the.Palm
reading can be very exciting and is an intriguing thing to check out. Ever pondered over what
these umpteen lines on our hands depict.12 Jun - 8 min - Uploaded by BE AMAZED The
ancient practice of palm reading and palmistry can tell us who you are as a person and.28 Dec
- 3 min - Uploaded by Kat Anders Guardian Angels or Spirit Guides can be relatives, like
grandparents, parents, aunts, uncles.6 Oct - 3 min - Uploaded by Kat Anders Marriage &
Children Lines will show just under the Pinky Finger on the Right MARRIAGE.16 Sep - 2
min - Uploaded by Howcast Watch more Chakras, Energy, & Psychic Powers videos:
tours-golden-triangle.com videos.palm reading guide Palmistry is an art that dates back to
many thousands of years .. Basic guides of Chinese palm line reading to find out your fortune
in.Palm reading guide: lines, mounts & fingers! palm reading guide Palmistry is an art that
dates back to many thousands of years ago. Find this Pin and more on .Three basic areas that a
palm reader will look for while analyzing your hands during your palmistry reading are. Lines,
Mounts, and Shapes.The right hand lines and shapes show the direction one's life has taken.
However, depending upon the palm reader and his or her training or country of origin.Hands
in palm reading are divided into four categories: earth, air, fire The lines on the hand constitute
four different categories: heart, head.
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